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CSUC Sculpture    Name: ________________________
Simons

HANDOUT / ASSIGNMENT #2: The Gating System (also referred to as the Sprue System)

Read pages 16-33: Methods for Modern Sculptors chapter on gating (after our lecture/demo):
https://sherisimons.files.wordpress.com/2017/09/gating.pdf

Sources for this handout: 

Sean Monaghan, Instructor, Cabrillo College

“Methods for Modern Sculptors” by Ronald D. Young and Robert A. Fennell

“Practical Casting: A Studio Reference” by Tim McCreight


Preparation for gating: 
Soldering iron 30Watt
Rheostat
Hotplate
Wax pot 
Microcrystalline wax
putty knife
wax-working tools
1” square red or brown sprue wax 
for main sprue and ingates
1/2” square red sprue wax for 
vents and some ingates
1/4” round red sprue wax for 
certain vent applications
Drawing journal
Foundry form
Pour cup
Masonite disk
Your wax objects = “patterns”

Summary:
Weigh your wax patterns

Pour a cup (button/flask) let it cool; 
meanwhile…

Plan your gating system. Draw it out. 
Get it approved. 

Complete the gating in one sitting if 
possible.

Weigh your completed gating system.

Fill out foundry form and make 
entries in your drawing journal.

Study for Quiz Sept. 16

https://sherisimons.files.wordpress.com/2017/09/gating.pdf
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Concepts and Strategies:
Turbulence reduction: We design the gating system to manage the flow of the molten metal. In some cases, we want 
it to move at a certain speed or pressure. We do this with gating design. We don’t want it to entrap air as its poured 
into the mold cavity. We avoid turbulence problems such as vortex-ing, splashing, or molten metal getting 
“confused” by unnecessary jags in the gating system. Avoid roughly welded or deformed spruing. 

Velocity control: We taper the ingate sprues where they attach to the pattern. This increases the pressure of the 
incoming molten metal which helps to fill the cavity quickly and completely.

Direct Gating method: gates get welded from cup or main sprue directly to all high points of pattern; attach vents 
from lowest point on pattern upwards to disk. (Vents go on last.)

Indirect Gating Method: the main sprue is like a tree trunk. The ingates are like branches. Your ingates will point 
UPHILL from the main sprue, upwards towards the cup. The metal will enter the main sprue and fill the shell from 
the bottom up. As the level rises, the gates will fill and the air will be pushed out ahead of the flow into the pattern 
and out of the vents. The main sprue also functions as a heat sink, keeping the shell warm and the metal molten as it 
moves into the outer reaches of the tree. 
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Checklist — This may seem overwhelming but it will become second nature after the first 100 pours (!)  
Backing up…before gating: this is your last chance to tidy up your waxes. Be sure they are your best effort. Don’t 
compromise!!! Making changes in the wax is much easier than grinding away your mistakes in metal. Check that the 
thicknesses of your waxes are correct, no air bubbles, messy fixes. Make adjustments now. 
- Decide on gating method: direct or indirect; what are the pros and cons of these approaches? 

Consult Sheri and David and get questions answered that will lead to approval of your design.
- Identify a best spot on your pattern to connect to gates; think about post-pour “chasing” and recovering texture.
- Set up an efficient method of attaching gates to your patterns. Then, attach them to the main sprue.  
- Remember gating strategy: Order of thick to thin =  cup / main sprue / tapered gate / pattern
- Lay out parts on a table, orienting them as direct or indirect gating method
- Think about Wax OUT, metal IN, air OUT
- Are the gates oriented correctly? Review angle of gates. 
- Be careful not to angle the pattern in such a way that air pockets will form in the ceramic shell dipping step. 
- Is the distance between the bottom of the cup and the top of the first object below it correct? (3 fingers) 
- Is your design compact but not squished? How will it fit into the ceramic shell slurry tub? How will you support it 

when dipping?
- Is the tree balanced — are the wax patterns distributed (per weight and size) evenly around the main sprue? 
- Design the tree so that the hottest metal will get to the correct pieces first. Remember: directional solidification.
- Is it going to be possible to cut the gates off of the patterns after casting? 
- Remember to taper gate where it meets the pattern
- Did you add the bottom trap cross piece?
- Are there three outside vents/stabilizers placed at the proper distance from the cup with enough room for tines?
- Inspect your welds!! As you go, practice proper remelt between wax parts — penetrate joints completely! Allow 

to cool a few seconds after welding; no cracks, drips, flimsy connections; don’t strain the connections thru 
constant moving; be aware of warm weather! Stash the tree in a supported manner in Rm 122. When transporting, 
hold the cup and disk together, or, hold the pattern. Don’t hold the piece by the gating!

- Will we need to pour this hot or cold? Write that on your foundry form
- Weigh the entire gated piece. Record this on your foundry form.
- Make notes of your gating design in your journal.  Label parts. Document w/camera.

DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION:  
The directional solidification rule is that  "solidification of the molten 
metal in a casting should occur in such a manner that liquid feed metal 
is always available for that portion that is just solidifying.” 

• Another way to describe directional solidification is that the 
casting should  -- "cool and solidify progressively from thin 
sections to heavy sections with constant metal feed into the 
heavy sections.” 

In the pivot frame, the heaviest section is the 2.5" diameter center hub.  
The mold should be designed so that the hub section will solidify last 
and have good metal feed through the entire cooling process.
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